BOOK CHAPTERS


JURIED PRESENTATIONS


NONJURIED PRESENTATIONS


BOOK CHAPTERS


REFEREED ARTICLES


JURIED PRESENTATIONS


NONJURIED PRESENTATIONS


MARIA KROMIDAS. “Challenging the embodiments & intersections of ‘smartness’ in school,” Faculty Research Forum of the College of Humanities and Social Science, WPUNJ, November 2015.


BALMURLI NATRAJAN. “Caste, Universities, Inequality, Suicides,” at panel on Caste Discrimination and Higher Education in India, University of Michigan, April 2016.

“Caste and Higher Education in India”, at panel on Caste, Exclusion and the University in India, Yale University, March 2016.


BOOKS PUBLISHED

DAVID BORKOWSKI. *A Shot Story: From Juvie to PhD.* New York: Fordham UP, August 2015.


BARBARA KRASNER. * Legendary Locals of Kearny,* New Jersey (Arcadia, December 2015).

*Presidential Elections Timeline* (Capstone, 2016).

*The Mystery of Area 51* (ABDO, 2016).

*The Mystery of the Mary Celeste* (ABDO, 2016).


*Native Nations of the Southwest* (Child’s World, 2015).

*Native Nations of the Northeast* (Child’s World, 2015).


MARTHA WITT. Luigi Pirandello’s plays *Henry IV* and *The License* translated by Martha Witt & Mary Ann Frese Witt, were published in a single volume by Italica Press in January 2016.

BOOK CHAPTERS


JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS (INCLUDING PUBLISHED PROCEEDINGS)


PHIL CIOFFARI. "A Borough with Noir in its Soul" (article) Mystery Readers’ Journal (Vol. 32:1).


“Rhetoric,” Uppagus, December 2015 (poem).

“The Exception,” Ishka Bibble, Fall 2015 (poem).

“A New Life,” Ishka Bibble, Fall 2015 (poem).


“Two Poems.” *Seneca Review*, v 45 n 2, Fall 2015.


**WEST MOSS.** “Writers, Let Your Freak Flag Fly.” *Brevity*, 2016. (creative nonfiction)

“The Class You Want,” *Whale Road Review*, 2016. (creative nonfiction)

“Introduction, 2016 Best Stories from the SEP,” 2016. (creative nonfiction)

“Abroad,” *Citron*, 2015. (creative nonfiction)

“My Father’s Medical Mystery,” *Salon*, June 2016. (creative nonfiction)

“Into the Henhouse,” *The Basil O’Flaherty*, 2016 (fiction)


**JOHN PARRAS.** This Is a Film about Falling,” *Empty Sink Fiction*, Issue 14. Fall 2015. (fiction)


**ROBERT ROSEN.** “Teaching About Climate Change,” special issue of *Radical Teacher* #102 (July 2015), co-edited with James Davis.

**CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS**


**PHIL CIOFFARI.** Lecture delivered at the Killer Nashville Writers’ Conference, November 2015.

Panelist at the Stamford Library Writers’ Conference, January 2016.


RAJENDER KAUR. “Indostan” in American Print Culture of the Early Republic: Counter-Reading the Imperial Public Sphere” American Comparative Literature Association Conference, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, March 17-20, 2016.


“Transfer of Transfer: Cross-Institutional Research Study Results around a Transfer-Based Curricular Model.” *South Atlantic Modern Language Association Conference,* Atlanta, GA, November, 2015.

“Investigating the Teaching of Writing as a High-Quality High-Impact Practice.” *International Society for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning,* Melbourne, Australia, October 2015.

“The Transfer of Transfer Project: Analysis of Preliminary Results and their Implications for Student Writing.” *Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC),* Houston, TX, April 2016.

“The Role of Difference in Studies of Transfer: Learnings from a Four-Campus Study.” International Writing Across the Curriculum *Conference (IWAC),* Ann Arbor, MI, June 2016.

Keynote Speaker and Full-Day Workshop Presenter: “Writing in Multiple Contexts: Research on Transfer and its Implications for Writing Across the University.” University of Minnesota WEC Symposium. Provided keynote address and additional workshop leadership for faculty from various disciplines teaching writing-enriched courses, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, May 2016.


PUBLIC PERFORMANCES/PRESENTATIONS


Keynote Speaker, “Indian Arrival Then and Now,” GOPIO, April 30th, 2016.


PHIL CIOFFARI. A talk and screening of my movie, Love in the Age of Dion, for the East Bronx Historical Society at the Huntington Library, Bronx, NY, May 2016.

BRAD GOOCH. Provincetown Arts Work Center; Decatur Book Festival; Miami Book Fair; Dolly’s Bookstore, Sundance Film Festival, Park City, Utah; Highline Reading Series with Yusef Komunyakaa, Susie Ibarra and Paolo Javier, New York City.

Participant in Maundy Thursday Reading by poets of Dante’s “Inferno,” The Cathedral of St. John the Divine, New York City.

Speaker, World AIDS Day, Princeton University Art Museum; Guest Speaker, New School “Queer NYC” class assigned “Smash Cut” for Spring semester, instructor Ricardo Montez; Speaker, Nonfiction Forum. The New School. Moderated by Honor Moore, sponsored by the Creative Writing Program.


Poetry reading. Stockton University, Galloway, NJ. September 24, 2015.


CHARLOTTE NEKOLA. College of Humanities and Social Sciences Senior Faculty Research and Creative Expression Forum, WPU.

Reading from poetry collection Della Who, May 2016.

Poetry Reading from Della Who, National Poetry Week, Princeton Public Library, April 2016.

MEDIA


GRANTS AND CONTRACTS RECEIVED


JOHN PARRAS. Awarded an "Individual Artist Fellowship Award" ($8000) by the New Jersey State Council on the Arts. February 2016.

LIANE ROBERTSON. Council of Writing Program Administrators Research Grant ($4,000), July 2015.

NON-REFEREED PUBLICATIONS & BOOK REVIEWS


AWARDS RECEIVED

CONFERECE PRESENTATIONS


**MONICA NYAMWANGE.** Socioeconomic Effects of Climate Change on Kenya’s economy” Paper presented at the National Social Science Association Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana October 4-6, 2015.

LECTURES


The application of GIS and Geospatial Techniques in Urban and Environment related fields. Presented during the Geography Awareness Week, Sponsored by the Department of Geography and Urban Studies, William Paterson University of New Jersey, November 18, 2015.

GIS workshop in Land use course offered by Environmental Science.


Geography Perspectives. Presented during the Geography Awareness Week. Sponsored by the Department of Geography and Urban Studies, William Paterson University of New Jersey, November 18, 2015.

**THOMAS OWUSU.** Careers in Geography. Presented during the Geography Awareness Week, Sponsored by the Department of Geography and Urban Studies, William Paterson University of New Jersey, November 18, 2015.

BOOKS


Co-Authored with Haruko Taya Cook.

BOOK CHAPTERS


EDITED BOOKS


JOANNE MIYANG CHO. co-edited with Lee M. Roberts and Christian W. Spang *Transnational Encounters between Germany and Japan in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries* (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2016).

REFEREED ARTICLES


BOOK REVIEWS


PEER REVIEWED CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS


TED COOK. "Escaping Death: Japanese Soldiers' Dreams of a Return Home," for the panel, (which I also organized) "Crafting Affirmation from 'Negation and Despair' in Japan's Lost War," at the *Association for Asian Studies in Asia* Meeting (AAS-in-Asia) on the theme "Asia in Motion: Horizons of Hope," Dōshisha University, Kyoto, Japan, June 24-27, 2016.

GEORGE (DEWAR) MACLEOD. Invited presenter at the Documenting Punk Conference, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 4/8/2016.

“Popular Music Scenes in Early Recording in New Jersey,” as Session Chair and Panelist at the Mid-Atlantic Popular & American Culture Association Conference on 11/5/2015.


“...And No Trace Left of Their Bones': Conversion and Continuity in Early Armenian Christianity.” 2015 Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Religion. 21–24 November 2015. Atlanta, GA.


LECTURES, TALKS, INTERVIEWS

JON BONE. Panel presentation on the historical background of international law pertaining to the ongoing Syrian refugee crisis, at “Syrian War and State Collapse across the Mid-East and Africa” – October 21, 2015 forum Critical Policy Forum of the MA Program in Public Policy and International Affairs, the Political Science Department & the History Department.


JOANNE MIYANG CHO. A lecture, “German Jewish Women in Wartime Shanghai and Encounters with East Asians,” at the History Department, Ewha Womans University in Seoul, South Korea. May 26 2016.


"Imagining the War to Come: Fantasies of War before 1914” Lecture in the History Department First World War Centennial Series, January 28, 2015.


NEICI ZELLER. “The View from the Other Side: American Educational Frameworks from a Caribbean Perspective,” as Guest Speaker in the Faculty Resource Network Summer Seminar The Role of Faculty in Promoting Meaningful Consideration of Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion across Multiple Disciplines, New York University, June 6-10, 2016.

FELLOWSHIP

JOANNE MIYANG CHO. Japan Studies Institute Fellowship (San Diego State University), sponsored by American Association of State Colleges and Universities, June 2016.
BOOKS


BOOK CHAPTERS


REFEREED ARTICLES


BOOK REVIEW


CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

JUDY BERNSTEIN. "On the Emergence of Personal Articles in the History of Catalan" (poster), 18th Diachronic Generative Syntax ((SiGS18), Universiteit, Ghent, Belgium, June 20-July 1, 2016 (co-authored with Francisco Ordóñez and Francesc Roca).

"A Formal Analysis of Variation in Catalan Personal Articles,” 3rd Formal Ways of Analyzing Variation (FWAV3), CUNY Graduate Center, May 18-19, 2016 (co-authored with Francisco Ordóñez and Francesc Roca).

"Personal Determiners as Classifiers," 26th Colloquium on Generative Grammar, Cáceres, Spain, April 15, 2016 (co-authored with Francisco Ordóñez and Francesc Roca).

"Grammaticalization in Catalan and Spanish Nominals," GETEGRA (Grupo de Estudos em Teoria da Gramática) International Workshop on Nominals, Recife, Brazil, March 17, 2016 (co-authored with Francisco Ordóñez and Francesc Roca).

"Grammaticalización de títulos en español y en catalán: un estudio comparativo," IX Conferencia Internacional Lingüística 2015, El Instituto de Literatura y Lingüística, La Habana, Cuba, November 26, 2015 (co-authored with Francisco Ordóñez and Francesc Roca).

HARUKO COOK. “The ‘Mothers of Yasukuni’ and the State Appropriation of Hope in Japan at War” for the panel “Crafting Affirmation from ‘Negation and Despair’ in Japan’s Lost War,” at the Association for Asian Studies Asia Meeting on the theme “Horizons of Hope,” Dōshisha University, Kyoto, Japan, June 24-27, 2016.

"Memory Wars in Global History" a Special Panel at the American Historical Association (AHA) Annual Meeting on Friday, January 2, 2015.


“Notas sobre el Budismo en Entre los rostros de Tailandia de Josefina Leyva”. Círculo de Cultura Panamericano XXXV Summer Convention (Belen Jesuit School (Miami, FL), July 24-26, 2015.


“An Early American Colonial Character: Dorcasina, or Doña Quijote de las Américas”; International Conference on “El Quijote y América. IV Centenario del Quijote de 1615,” Cáceres, Spain, October 2015.


MARIA TAJES. “The Metafiction of Aging in Marta Rivera de la Cruz’s La boda de Kate. The 65th Annual Mountain Interstate Foreign Language Conference. October 2015.


Preparing STEM Teachers for English Learners: Great Promise in a Less Trodden Path. AERA Annual Meeting. Washington, D.C. April 2016 (co-presented with Carrie Hong).


CREATIVE PUBLICATIONS AND SHORT STORIES


Short Story "La llovizna incesante" ("The Rain"). *Amsterdam Sur* 13 (Summer 2016). Netherlands.
EDITED BOOKS


BOOK CHAPTERS


REFEREED PAPERS


STEPHANIE RIVERA BERRUZ. (2016) At the crossroads: Latina identity and Simone de Beauvoir’s The Second Sex. Hypatia 31 (2).


OTHER PUBLICATIONS


WEB PUBLICATIONS


EDITED JOURNAL ISSUE


PEER REVIEWED PAPERS, PRESENTATIONS

**ELIZABETH VICTOR.** (Re)Defining consent in the age of global biobanking. International Network on Feminist Approaches to Bioethics (FAB) World Congress (Edinburgh, Scotland), June 2016

To whose benefit? Examining the right to benefit from scientific progress. Consortium for Socially Relevant Philosophy of/in Science and the 6th annual Values in Medicine, Science, and Technology Conference at the University of Texas (Dallas, TX), May 2016

(Re)structuring Cultural Narratives through Aesthetic Experience. Eastern American Society for Aesthetics Conference (Philadelphia, PA), April 2016

Moving past intersectionality: Multidimensionality and kaleidoscopic selves. Midwest Society for Women in Philosophy (Chestertown, MD), October 2015 (with S. RIVERA BERRUZ)
INVITED LECTURES/ COMMENTARIES


ERIC STEINHART. "Eternal Progression", Mormon Transhumanist Association (Keynote Speaker), Provo UT, 9 April 2016.

"Spiritual Naturalism", Philosophy Department, SUNY New Paltz, 5 April 2016.

“You Ought to Flourish”, Philosophy Department, Bloomsburg University, Bloomsburg PA, 22 October 2015.

ELIZABETH VICTOR Invited Commentary on Aidan Kestigian, "Freedom as non-domination in behavioral and biomedical research”. American Philosophical Association Central Division Meeting (Chicago, IL), March 2016.

Comments on Marcus Arvan’s “In defense of kind of being an asshole”. Lighthearted Philosophers’ Society Annual Meeting (Deerfield Beach, FL), October 2015.

CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

MARIE FRIQUEGNON. Santaraksita's synthesis of the Madhyamaka and Cittamatra and why it is important. Fordham Univ., October 2015.


STEPHANIE RIVERA BERRUZ and Jonathan Astacio. Theundaunted: Excavating a Dominican Garveyite in Harlem.


STEPHANIE RIVERA BERRUZ. The menstruating body politic: Jose Martí and gender.


What is Latin American philosophy? Montclair State Univ., October 2015.


On guns and justice. Open forum discussion with Science Park High School debate team, Newark, December 2015.


**ELIZABETH VICTOR.** Ethical bargaining and parental exclusion. Bioethics Club (Wayne, NJ), November 2015.


Benefiting or burdening: Do prisoners have a right to participate in medical research? William Paterson University Humanities and Social Sciences Research Forum (Wayne, NJ), September 2015

**MEDIA INTERVIEWS**


**PEER REVIEWED PAPERS, PRESENTATIONS**

**ELIZABETH VICTOR.** (Re)Defining consent in the age of global biobanking. International Network on Feminist Approaches to Bioethics (FAB) World Congress (Edinburgh, Scotland), June 2016

To whose benefit? Examining the right to benefit from scientific progress. Consortium for Socially Relevant Philosophy of/in Science and the 6th annual Values in Medicine, Science, and Technology Conference at the University of Texas (Dallas, TX), May 2016.

Moving past intersectionality: Multidimensionality and kaleidoscopic selves. Midwest Society for Women in Philosophy (Chestertown, MD), October 2015 (with S. Rivera Berruz).

INVITED LECTURES/COMMENTARIES

PETE MANDIK. **Robot Pain and the First-Person Perspective** Presented in *The Role of Phenomenal Consciousness* workshop of The Value of Suffering Project at the University of Glasgow, Glasgow, Scotland (October 25, 2015).

This Is *This Is Philosophy of Mind* Skype presentation of my 2013 book, *This Is Philosophy of Mind: An Introduction*, with Alexis Phillipous’ philosophy class at Wallington High School for Girls, London UK (December 14, 2015).

On *Conspiracy Theories and Shit Happening* Google Hangouts presentation of my 2007 article, “Shit Happens,” with Moti Mizrahi’s epistemology class at St. John’s University, Queens, NY (April 17, 2015).

ERIC STEINHART. “Eternal Progression”, Mormon Transhumanist Association (Keynote Speaker), Provo UT, 9 April 2016.

“Spiritual Naturalism”, Philosophy Department, SUNY New Paltz, 5 April 2016.

“You Ought to Flourish”, Philosophy Department, Bloomsburg University, Bloomsburg PA, 22 October 2015.

Invited Commentary on Aidan Kestigian, “Freedom as non-domination in behavioral and biomedical research”. American Philosophical Association Central Division Meeting (Chicago, IL), March 2016

Comments on Marcus Arvan’s “In defense of kind of being an asshole”. Lighthearted Philosophers’ Society Annual Meeting (Deerfield Beach, FL), October 2015

ELIZABETH VICTOR Invited Commentary on Aidan Kestigian, ”Freedom as non-domination in behavioral and biomedical research”. American Philosophical Association Central Division Meeting (Chicago, IL), March 2016

Comments on Marcus Arvan’s “In defense of kind of being an asshole”. Lighthearted Philosophers’ Society Annual Meeting (Deerfield Beach, FL), October 2015.
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS


ELIZABETH VICTOR. Ethical bargaining and parental exclusion. Bioethics Club (Wayne, NJ), November 2015


Benefiting or burdening: Do prisoners have a right to participate in medical research? William Paterson University Humanities and Social Sciences Research Forum (Wayne, NJ), September 2015.

MEDIA INTERVIEWS


BOOKS AUTHORED


BOOKS EDITED OR CO-EDITED


BOOK CHAPTERS


REFEREED PAPERS


NON-REFEREED PAPERS


BOOK REVIEWS, OTHER PUBLICATIONS


"Why the Measure Should Be Defeated," *Record* (Bergen County), May 20, 2016.

PEER-REVIEWED PAPERS OR PRESENTATIONS

RICHARD HUIZAR. “Surviving Privatization in the Era of Neo-liberalism.” Paper presented as part of the College of Humanities and Social Sciences Faculty Research Forum, William Paterson University, October 25th, 2015.


OTHER LECTURES, PRESENTATIONS


Lecturer on the topic of “ISIS – What Comes Next After the Paris Attacks?” December 1, 2015. WPU Campus event organized and sponsored by the WPUNJ chapter of the Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity.


STEVE SHALOM. Lecturer on the topic of ”Is Israeli-Palestinian Peace Possible?” Presented to the Essex/Passaic Green Party, Bloomfield, NJ, April 25, 2016.

MEDIA INTERVIEWS


WORKSHOPS

MAYA CHADDA. Consultant to USPACOM’s (United State’s Asia Pacific Command) in Hawaii, Honolulu. Presented two papers in their workshop on the Current Strategic Review: India and Asia pacific, Honolulu, Hawaii, September 3 -5, 2015.

CAROLE SHEFFIELD. Presented a workshop on “The Meanings and Relevance of a Social Justice Perspective in Counseling Psychology” to the doctoral students in Prof. Diamond’s class – William Paterson University.

GRANTS AWARDED OR SUBMITTED

RICHARD HUIZAR. College of Humanities and Social Sciences Summer Research Grant Recipient – Summer 2015.

FANNY LAUBY. College of Humanities and Social Sciences Summer Research Grant Recipient – Summer 2015.

RYAN REBE. College of Humanities and Social Sciences Summer Research Grant Recipient – Summer 2015.
BOOKS AUTHORED


BOOKS EDITED


BOOK CHAPTERS


JOURNAL ARTICLES


CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS


MICHELLE CASCARDI & MEGHAN CHESIN (July, 2016). Psychological and physical dating violence: Shared or unique etiology? Poster to be presented at the International Family Violence and Child Victimization Research Conference of the Family Research Laboratory, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH.

(March, 2016). Do Depressive and Trauma Symptoms Mediate the Link between Child Abuse, Violence Exposure, and Dating Violence Victimization? In M. Cascardi (Chair), Mechanisms Linking Child Maltreatment, Dating Violence, Sexual Coercion, and Early Parenting. Symposium at Society for Adolescent Research, Baltimore, MD.
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with Conner, C.** (April 2016) The Use of Electronics to Teach Students with Autism About Emotions Poster presented at Expressions: A celebration of research and scholarship at William Paterson University


with Haggis, J.**, Pinto, O.**, Jaime, T.**, Russo, D** (May 2016) See the Picture and Hear the Sound...Four-Year-Olds Remember Elements but Not Bound Items Regardless of Memory Load. Talk presented at the Hudson Valley undergraduate psychology conference Tappan, NY.

AMY LEARMONTH. (March 2016). Little professors and refrigerator mothers: How the early definitions of Autism shape research. Invited presentation presented at the meeting of the Eastern Psychological Association, New York, NY


(July 2015). A paradigm for studying cross modal associative episodic memory in preschoolers Poster presented at the meeting of the International Society for Developmental Psychobiology, San Sebastain, Spain


with Manzetti, N.** (2016). Dispositional empathy, altruism, and social networking site usage. Poster presented at the New Jersey Social Media Summit and at Explorations 2016: Research, Scholarship and Creative Expression at William Paterson University, Wayne, NJ.


PUBLIC PERFORMANCES

ELIZABETH HAINES. (2016, June). The Stability of Gender Stereotypes. One-on-on with Steve Abudato, PBS, Newark, NJ.


GRANTS & CONTRACTS RECEIVED


GRANTS & CONTRACTS SUBMITTED

MEGHAN CHESIN Co-Investigator, Pilot Randomized-Controlled Trial for a Social Support-Networking Intervention to Reduce Suicide-Related Outcomes Among Veterans. Military Suicide Research Consortium. PI: Selby. Total Proposed Costs: $1.8 million. To Chesin: $60,000 in salary support.


BOOKS PUBLISHED


BOOKS EDITED


REFEREED JOURNAL ARTICLES


KEUMJAE PARK with Frierson-Campbell, Carol 2016 “‘I want to learn that’: Musicking and Resistance in a Palestinian Music Academy.” Action, Criticism, and Theory for Music Education. 15(2): 74-100.


**OTHER PUBLICATIONS**


**CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS**


**JENNIFER DINOIA.** “Positioning your research for national recognition.” Presenter at the conference of the Office of Sponsored Programs, William Paterson University. April 2016.


“Immigrant Women and Work: Conflicting Forces of Dis/empowerment and Agency.” Invited lecture at the Center for Multiculturalism and Social Policy at Daegu University, Daegu, South Korea. May 18, 2016.


PUBLIC PERFORMANCES


December 2015. The Pajama Game. Directed the musical.

Interview with Paterson Times, The Record and Paterson Press.

Acted in featured role in I Never Sang for My Father in March 2016 for the Players Guild of Leonia.

SUE TARDI. NJTV interview on Adjunct Faculty Issues

NJ SPOTLIGHT interview. Compensation of NJ College/University Presidents

SHEETAL RANJAN. 2016. Media Video of Violence Against Women discussion at the American University in Cairo (AUC) published by Al Masry Al Youm News in Cairo, Egypt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OU_XKql6lY

EXTERNAL GRANTS

Jennifer DiNoia. Principal Investigator, Online WIC Nutrition Education to Promote Farmers’ Market Fruit and Vegetable Purchases and Consumption, USDA/ARS Children’s Nutrition Research Center ($275,000).

AWARDS

MARK ELLIS University Faculty Excellence Award for Exemplary Service.

MABOUD ANSARI, Fulbright Scholar Award, 2015-2016.
BOOKS


SERMONS/REFLECTIONS

ARLENE SCALA. “Honoring the Inherent Worth and Dignity of People of All Ages,” sermon/reflection Unitarian Universalist Congregation of the Palisades (UUCP), August 30, 2015.


WORKSHOPS